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This article will summarise aspects of ‘modern approaches to
multiple sclerosis (MS)’, focusing on areas where there has been
significant change in practice within the last decade, and in par-
ticular the new therapeutic agents available for relapsing MS
which have posed new dilemmas for neurologists prescribing
disease modifying therapies (DMT) for the condition.

The basics: aetiology, pathology, and classification

MS is a common cause of neurological disability in young and
middle age adults, second only to trauma in the UK.
Approximately 80,000 individuals in the UK have MS. MS is
considered to be a predominantly autoimmune, T-cell medi-
ated disease occurring in genetically predisposed individuals
after one or more environmental ‘triggers’. The identity of the
trigger(s) remains unknown, but currently favoured candidates
include childhood Epstein-Barr virus infection, and low vit-
amin D levels. The result is the onset, usually in adulthood, of
lesions affecting the white matter of the central nervous system
(CNS), as in the brain, spinal cord and optic nerves. The
pathology is characterised by demyelination and axonal loss in
the CNS white matter (Fig 1).1

MS is classified into subtypes according to a simple, but
useful scheme: it is purely clinical, based upon the observations
of the patient’s pattern of disease (Fig 2).

Most patients present with a relapsing-remitting disease
(RRMS), with relapses (‘attacks’) followed by recovery (partial
or complete), with marked variability in both severity of
relapses, and interval between them. A large proportion of
patients with RRMS will eventually develop ‘secondary progres-
sive’ disease (SPMS), characterised by a reduction or cessation
of acute relapses but instead a gradual worsening of disability
(Fig 2). The length of time spent in the relapsing phase is
markedly variable, but once secondary progression is estab-
lished the rate of progression is fairly predictable, and essen-
tially irreversible.2 There are no DMT for progressive forms 
of MS.

Diagnosis of multiple sclerosis

The diagnosis of MS (in its relapsing forms) has long been
based upon clinical observation of ‘lesions disseminated in
both space and time’: that is to say, symptoms and signs (con-
sistent with inflammatory demyelination) occurring in dif-
ferent areas of the CNS and at different times (for example an

optic neuritis in 2001 and partial myelitis in 2003). The 
diagnosis is usually confirmed by typical abnormalities on
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain (Fig 3) and/or
cord: other investigations including lumbar puncture, evoked
responses and blood testing can all be useful if the clinical or
radiological presentation is atypical.

The current ‘McDonald criteria’3 have introduced one signif-
icant change to the way we can confirm a diagnosis: although
still crucial to demonstrate ‘dissemination in time’, this can now
be done radiologically rather than clinically. In other words, fol-
lowing a first attack of demyelination (for example optic neu-
ritis), and with an abnormal MRI scan, the clinician and patient
have two choices: ‘wait and see’ (if and when a second clinical
attack occurs), or repeat the MRI after an interval, eg six
months. If the repeat scan shows new lesions, a diagnosis of MS
is confirmed even if no further clinical episodes have occurred.
The value of this new approach is debatable, as it does not
change treatment strategies (at least in the UK) though increas-
ingly patients offered the choice tend to ask for the repeat scan.

Disease modifying therapies in relapsing 
multiple sclerosis

The currently available standard DMTs for relapsing MS include
Interferon � (IFN) and glatiramer acetate (GA). In recent years,
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several more potent agents have become available for patients
with either ‘aggressive’ disease or continuing relapses on stan-
dard therapy (Table 1). IFN and GA are self-injected, either sub-
cutaneously or intramuscularly, and usually well tolerated with
virtually no serious side effects. They reduce relapses by approx-
imately 30%, though evidence they truly affect the long-term
outcome of MS is sparse.4,5 These drugs have also been trialled
in patients who have experienced a single attack or ‘clinically
isolated syndrome’ (CIS) (ie before MS has been confirmed), in
the hope treatment would delay or even prevent the develop-
ment of MS. All these studies showed similar results: a statisti-
cally significant delay in the time to development of MS. Sounds
impressive? Well, it is already known that these drugs reduce the
rate of relapse (in established MS), and the definition of conver-
sion from CIS to MS is relapse: so this is exactly the result we
should have expected. There is no evidence that these drugs can
stop a patient destined to develop MS from doing so. The more
important question is, do the proportion of CIS patients who go
on to develop MS do better in the long run if they were started

on DMT right after the first episode, compared to starting treat-
ment later on? The answer seems to be no, so there is probably
no harm in waiting for the second episode.6

Once relapsing MS is established, with at least one further
attack after the index event, a decision needs to be made about
whether to start DMT and, if so, with which agent. In patients
with aggressive relapsing disease, rapidly acquiring disability, it
is a fairly straightforward decision to offer ‘highly active’ DMT,
despite the small risks of therapy. Likewise in patients with very
mild relapses, at low frequency and with good recovery, it is
equally straightforward to withhold any DMT, and simply
observe over time (up to 20% of patients will follow a benign
course on no treatment).

%

a Relapsing-remitting

c Secondary-progressive d Primary-progressive

b Progressive-relapsing
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The majority of patients however, lie somewhere between these
two extremes. Deciding whether to start a DMT, and if so whether
‘standard’ or ‘highly active’, depends on the treating physician’s
prediction of long-term prognosis. This is unfortunately difficult,
with no robust markers of good or poor long-term outcome.

So what is the answer? Current thinking is for early DMT,
before disability is established (and certainly before transition
to a progressive course has occurred), but not too early (eg after
the index event) when it is very difficult to predict how severe
the long-term prognosis will be. There is probably little to lose
by waiting until at least the second or third event before making
a decision on starting a DMT. When that decision is made,
however, increasing numbers of patients will be started on a
more potent DMT from outset, or escalated to one sooner
rather than later. The hope is that active suppression of early,
inflammatory activity (relapses) will also delay or even prevent
secondary progressive disease later on. For now though patients
must be advised that there is no guarantee of this, and that
more effective treatment undoubtedly comes with more risk.
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